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I.
Introduction:
Due to emergence of Internet and its related technologies, people of all walks of life started storing data over web. This helps them to access the content from anywhere in the world. Thus web databases also emerged. These web databases are known as deep web [1] , [2] . The web databases are from various domains such as vehicles, real estate, education, health care and so on. These web databases are searched by online users through a search mechanism provided. The queries can have criteria that correspond to the attributes of the database schema. When results returned are huge in number, user time gets wasted in brewing for required information. To overcome this problem the present web databases simplify the results by sorting them in a particular attribute. This may not be suitable to the requirements of many users who prefer ordering on multiple attributes. There are many existing web databases in the world that can be accessed through WWW. For instance Google's Google Base which is a web database that stored information about vehicles with all relevant attributes such as Make, Mileage, Price etc. In this table each record represents a vehicle in the real world that is ready for sale. Two scenarios which are common are considered for making a new ranking model in this paper. The first scenario is that various web users can have different ranking preferences towards the results of the same query. This is because each user requires different information that is part of the same query results. Thus ranking preferences of each user is different. The second scenario is that same user ma has different ranking preferences for the results of different queries. From these two scenarios it can be understood that various users make queries to web databases and the queries they make may be similar or different. Therefore it is ideal to have user dependent and also query dependent similarity for ranking query results. Many existing web databases follow simple sorting for ranking while the extension of SQL allows providing attribute weights [3] , [4] . For most web databases this approach is not user friendly and users have to waste some of their time in browsing the query results. For this reason an automated ranking of query results is studied and some techniques are proposed in [5] , [6] , and [7] . However these approaches either user query independent or user independent way of ranking query results. Another approach used in [8] if to build extensive user profiles and in that case users are supposed to order the records. This is proposed for user-dependent ranking and do not differentiate the different between different queries and provide a single ranking order for any query. Even recommender systems made use of either user similarity or query similarity. Some of them are collaborative in nature [9] , [10] , [11] and some of them are content based filters [12] , [13] . The work in this paper is inspired from those works. However, there is difference between them. Our work is based on user similarity and also queries similarity. It does mean that the proposed approach is user and query dependent ranking for web database.
In this paper the ranking model is based on two notions such as user similarity and query similarity. User similarity indicates that different users can have same preferences. Query similarity indicates that different users can have same queries. In order to achieve this ranking of users and queries are to be maintained. We have developed a workload file that contains the user and query ranking functions. When new record is entered into web database, obviously that is given by a user. There might be many users who issued that query previously and there might be same queries issued earlier. The workload file is in tabular format and it gets updated with ranking functions as per the proposed algorithm as and when new queries are made. The proposed model has two models mixed. They are known as user dependent ranking model and query dependent ranking model. However, we prefer applying both of them for better results. The proposed ranking modal in this paper is a linear weighted sum function. It contains attribute weights and value weights. Attribute weights indicate the importance of attributes while the value weight indicates the importance of values of attributes. Relevance feedback techniques [14] are utilized for making the workload minimal. The main contributions of this paper are  User and query dependent approach for ranking web databases.  Ranking model based on user similarity and query similarity notions.  Two synthetic databases such as college and hospital used for experiments. However, the model can be tested with web databases.  We used a new workload concept for maintaining the updated ranking of users and queries.
II.
Related Work:
Usage of web databases has brought the ranking the query results concept. There is no such requirement in case of relational databases. However it is there in case of IR for some time. Ranking gained popularity with emergence of deep web. Ranking has become an essential task as the results of query results in large number of records that waste user's time as he has to browse the results for actual information required. Recommender systems have been using ranking for making best recommendations to end users of online applications. With respect to user and query similarity this paper resembles to the work done in [9] , [11] and [10] . It also has some relevance with content filtering mechanisms explored in [13] and [15] . There is main different between ranking a database and making recommendations. This way our work differs from existing work. The existing web databases make use of simple ordering for ranking while our proposed framework focuses on user similarity and query similarity based. Moreover the existing techniques for ranking do not user both similarities. They are either user independent or query independent or independent of both of them. In the case of recommender systems [16] , and [17] each attribute holds presence or absence of the user input tag. In case of user and query similarity matrix each cell contains ordered set of functions represented by ranking function. These way recommender systems differ from web databases. However, both of them make use of ranking phenomenon. The notion of similarity also makes our work different from existing ones as specified earlier approaches don't use query and user similarity together. This paper makes use of query and user similarity at the same time and the resultant ranking function is updated in to a workload file which is nothing but a relational table in this paper. Incase of content filtering concepts, the similarity is found by domain expert or user profiles are used [15] . The same can be achieved by using user profiles [15] . Direct user profiles usage in our paper is not possible as we need to find both user and query similarities. Thus the work load file concept in this paper is having prominent importance. This is because the user profile gives importance to user information rather than the queries. We also assume that different users have different query preferences and same user may have different query preferences. The notion of user similarity is same as the concept used in collaborative filtering; however the technique used is different. Based on ratings users are compared in collaborative filtering; our work extends user personalization besides considering query similarity notion. Thus our work stands different from many existing works. As web databases and query results of them has received attention from academic circles, the user and query dependent ranking has not been addressed. Chaudhuri et al. [5] addresses only query -dependent ranking using vector and IR models. In [6] user -dependent ranking for web databases is explored. In either case both user and query dependent ranking is not used. Thus this paper is first in its solution for both user and query dependent ranking of query results of web databases. In [18] the approach for user similarity requires the user to specify ordering without making queries. These approaches do not recognize the fact that users are having different ranking preferences.
The closest of our approach are [3] , [4] and [19] . However, these techniques are not suitable for efficient ranking of query results of web databases as they do not consider both user and query similarity notions. The cosine similarity metric proposed in [20] and the IR method proposed in [21] and relevance feedback approaches in [14] , [22] , [23] and [24] are not suitable for direct use for web databases. For this reason we implement a ranking model that is based on the user and query similarity. It does mean that the proposed model is query and user dependent ranking model.
III. Proposed Ranking Algorithm
Listing 1 -Ranking algorithm [25] This algorithm is based on the algorithm given in [36] and implemented in the prototype application which shows both user and query dependent rankings for query results of web databases.
IV.
Sample Workload File
The sample workload file is given in fig. 1 which shows queries, users and the ranking functions calculated as per the algorithm given in listing 1. 
V. Experimental Evaluation
The experiments are made using a prototype application with two synthetic web databases such as college and hospital. The experimental results are evaluated by visualizing the results in the form of graphs. Fig. 1 and 2 shows the ranking quality of query similarity models for both databases with 10% work load. As can be seen in fig. 2 and 3 , query condition similarity average is found across all queries. The X axis shows queries while the Y axis shows spearman coefficient. As it is evident in the graphs, the query condition model outperforms query result model. The loss of quality is due the restricted workload that is 10%. When workload increases, the quality also increases. Fig. 4 , 5, and 6 show the average ranking quality achieved fro both college and hospital database across all queries for all users. The results reveal that strict top-K model performs bittern than other models. However, the strict top-K has no ranking functions for many queries. show the quality of combined models for both databases with 1% and 10% workload. The important observation is that the composite model is performing better than other individual models. Another fact established here is that with more ranking functions in workload better similarity and quality of results is achieved.
VI. Conclusion
This paper proposed a new ranking model for ranking query results of web databases. We used two synthetic web databases for experiments. They are college database and hospital database. The model is based on both query similarity and user similarity. We have also built a prototype web based application that demonstrates the efficiency of the proposed ranking model. A workload file is maintained that that continually stores updated ranking functions for both user similarity and query similarity. When a new query is made, this workload file is used for giving ranking to the query results. Designing and maintaining a workload is challenging in the context of web databases. We have implemented an algorithm for computing user and query similarities and update workload consistently. The experimental results revealed that our new ranking model works well and it can be explored for real world web databases. 
